Pseudo code is one of the valuable artifacts to comprehending the complex program codes. Most of the source code still has no equivalent pseudo code, due to the time-consuming process of writing pseudo codes. In this work, we have developed an approach to generate pseudo code from the python source code. In the first step, we convert python code into XML code for better code information extraction. Next, Important information extracted from the XML code, which later on used to generate actual pseudo code with the help of pseudo code templates. Initial performance results have been discussed in this paper.
Introduction
Understanding source code is an important skill for the programmer. When a programmer tries to understand the behavior of the source code in detail, he usually needs to read each statement in the source code, and understand what each statement does. Reading and understanding source code of existing software is time taking task for programmers. Programmers sometimes do not understand the source code at first, so reading source code written in such languages adds up an extra burden. On the other hand, in academic texts about programming and algorithms, pseudo-codes are used, which describe the behavior of each statement in the program using natural language (generally in English) or mathematical expressions. Pseudo-code aids comprehension of beginners because it explicitly describes what the program is doing, with more readability compared to the program source code. Pseudo codes are also helpful for software programmers to understand existing software code. In this work, we present a Rule-based machine translation approach for the automatic generation of Pseudo code for the given Python code.
We have divided our Pseudo code generation approach in two phases. In the first phase, we generate XML code of the given python code. We have used lark parser to generate XML code. XML is a tag-based language. Hence it is easy to extract information systematically. For the next phase, we analyzed the dataset used in previous work [1] . After analysis, we have extracted the rules to map the source code information into pseudo codes. Mappings helped us to write pseudo code templates, which are used to generate real instances of pseudo code from the source code. More details have provided in section 3. In section 4, we have discussed our evaluation strategy in detail. We have two main contributions from this work:
An XML generation tool p2xmlGen through which We can generate equivalent XML code for the given python code. This is an independent tool, which could be used in many other application. p2xmlGen is available at the following link: https : //github.com/sawan16/p2xmlGen.
We have developed a rule based approach to generate pseudo code for the given python code. We have also designed a scientific study plan to evaluate and compare our work with [1] .
In the recent past, research has been carried out to generate various types of source code documentation (short summary, summary, pseudo code, change summary). Sridhara proposed Rule-based approach for method level summaries generation of Java methods [2] . In 2011, Rastkar et al. generated natural language summaries for the cross-cutting concerns [3] . Mcburney and Paul [4] introduced summary generation method, which captures the method context also. In 2015, Oda et al. [1] proposed an SMT( statistical machine translation) based pseudo code generation approach. A lot of work based on deep-learning methods [5] , [6] , [7] has been done for the summarization but only [1] is done for pseudo code generation. We have set "pseudo code generation from the python code" as our primary Objective. Oda et al. [1] proposed phrase-based and tree-based SMT method for Pseudo Code generation of Python source code. In the phrase-based approach, word alignments are trained from the dataset of source code and pseudo code. Next, phrase pairs are extracted to create the Rule table. A separate language model has been built from pseudo codes to help the fluent pseudo code generation process. At last, the Rule table and language model generates the pseudo code. In the second approach(Tree-based), instead of directly training the word alignments, AST(Abstract Syntax Tree) of the source code is created. tokens of the AST takes part in the word alignment training process. Rest of the process flow is the same as the previous approach. We have carried out our motivation from this work.
Our Approach
Our rule-based Machine Translation approach has two main phases. In the first phase, we generate XML code for the given python code. In the next phase, we generate the Pseudo code by processing the XML code. Figure 1 represents the architecture of our approach.
Python to XML Code Generation
It's very complex task to tokenize and identify various language constructs directly from the source code. Hence, we need to convert the code in a form which could be processed more efficiently. We developed our own Python-to-XML converter(p2xmlGen). Idea of p2xmlGen is influenced by the scrML 1 .
Parsing with LARK
We have used the Lark Parser 2 for this task. Lark parses the source code with the help of lark grammar file. We have used the python3 lark grammar 3 . We performed some updation in the productions of the grammar to achieve the desired results. The Lark parser generates parsed data with the help of updated grammar productions.
XML Tree Generator
Next, the XML tree generator generates the actual DOM of the parsed code. We have also updated the XML tree generator to generate DOM instead of a simple parse tree. We bind the data inside the TAGs( TAGs are non-terminals in the grammar production). At the end of this sub-phase, we get XML output. An example XML output is given in the Figure 2 .
XML to Pseudo Code Generation
After generating the XML code, we need to identify the expression on each line of the source code. Based on the identified expression, we extract the required information from the XML tags and fill it in the relevant pseudo code template. At the end, we get the required pseudo code.
Expression Identification
In the XML generation phase, lark parser binds the source code in the relevant XML tags. For example, in Figure 2 , the python source code is an assignment expression. Hence the complete line of code is bound under the expr_stmt ... /expr_stmt tag. In the same way f or_stmt , while_stmt , try_stmt and all other (nonterminals given in the python3.lark file) are generated during the XML generation phase. In this step, we identify these tags to know which expression is given in the source code. Python grammar file(python3.lark) has over 100 productions. We have written the identification rules for most frequent expressions. 
Information Extraction
We analyzed the python source code and its corresponding pseudo code given by the Oda et al. [1] . Based on our analysis, we have found various patterns in the structure of pseudo codes for the given python code. We also discovered the relationships between source code elements and its pseudo code elements. We derived rules to extract essential code elements.
Pseudo Code Generation
Extracted code elements are filled in the pseudo code templates to generate the actual pseudo code. Each line of the source code is processed independently. We generate pseudo code corresponding to each line in the source code. Hence, there is one-to-one mapping between them.
Evaluation Framework
We will compare our method with the previous method given by the Oda et al. [1] . We have planned a human-based evaluation. We will give code snippets and corresponding pseudo codes to students. Students will evaluate pseudo code. Our study consists of various research questions and Initial Hypothesis. We will try to infer the knowledge from the user responses, which will answer the research questions. In the end, based on the answers of these questions, we can take a decision on our Hypothesis.
Conception
Our goal is to evaluate the performance of pseudoGen and our method. On the basis of our analysis, we have framed the following research questions to be answered with the help of evaluation data. Compared to pseudoGen, should our approach results better generation of
• More correct and complete pseudo code?
• More fluent and understandable pseudo code?
• Concise pseudo code?
Design of Study
To answer the research questions, we have selected following response variables:
Correctness It measures that how much correctly the method is generating the pseudo code.
Conciseness How much essential information is given by the method in limited words.
Fluency It measures that how much fluent is the pseudo code.
Completeness How much information of the source code is captured by the pseudo code.
Understandability Up to what extent the pseudo code is understandable for the human.
Each of the above response variables will be measured on the "Likert scale" as given in the table 1. On the basis of research questions and response variables we have framed our Initial(NULL) hypothesis. Following are our research hypothesis:
Correctness pseudoGen = Correctness our approach Conciseness pseudoGen = Conciseness our approach F luency pseudoGen = F luency our approach Completeness pseudoGen = Completeness our approach U nderstandability pseudoGen = U nderstandability our approach Undergraduate students will be taken as the Subject for the study. Python source code and corresponding pseudo codes generated by pseudoGen and our method will be Object for the study. We have kept the Subject Experience as the blocking variable. Response variables will help to answer the research questions. At last, Hypothesis will be tested to infer the final outcomes. 
Results and Discussion
We have completed the development of the automatic Pseudo code generation tool.We are able to generate pseudo code for the given python source code. We have designed the experimental evaluation, which is to be performed with the as mentioned above.
In addition of the human based evaluation, we have also calculated the BLEU score for our approach on the dataset given by Oda et al. [1] (executed on 5000 code instances). We have achieved BLEU score 4 of 41.876%. BLEU score is not appropriate to evaluate the performance of our rule based approach, because there are multiple pseudo codes for some code statements in the dataset. For example, break has three different pseudo codes as follows: 1. breaks the current loop execution, 2. break the current loop execution, 3. break from the smallest enclosing loop execution. Our rule-based approach has one-to-one mapping between python code and pseudo code templates. Hence BLEU score wouldn't be able to evaluate our approach meaningfully.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented our ongoing research work on the pseudo code generation. We have completed the pseudo code generation process. We have also developed an XML generation tool (p2xmlGen), which generates equivalent XML code for the given python code. p2xmlGen can be used in other applications where information extraction from the python code is required. We are working on the execution of the evaluation study. Results of the evaluation will give us clear insights for the next step.
